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A few students share their most mortifying (and
funniest) moments.
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IMU hires Antoinette Lucas as its nsejUJ/aVsSttor4
coach in hopes of getting the Dukes back into NCAA
title contention.
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Alston's Pub undergoes renovations and a menu
revision to reemerge as The Pub, which is hosting its
grand opening through Feb. 8.
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SGA allots money for projects
Up 'til Dawn, Women of Color
receive money to help with events
BY ASHLEY MCCLELLAND

SGA reporter
During a brief meeting this
week, the Student Government
Association passed two finance
bills to give money to two campus groups — Up 'til Dawn and
Wamen of Color.
Up 'til Dawn received
$2,960.56 to purchase a new
computer and supplies for their
fund-raising events for St.
lude's Children's Hospital
The amount of money they
received was $500 less than
what they asked for because
they wanted money to help

fund events that already have
taken place.
The SGA does not give
money for previous events,
according to junior Matt Gray,
Arts &
Letters
senator
and the ■ndffjt ■o*tnmni (HOCHMI
chair of
■
the finance committee.
Senior Katherine Ferguson,
College of Business senator, said
Up 'til Dawn, "use{s] the bare
minimum of things they need,
and everything they are asking
for they will be able to use for
raw to come"

Honor
frat wins
national
award

Up 'til Dawn has 19 executives and 459 students in its
organization.
The Women of Color group
received $2,879.41 to be used for
its Men's and Women's
Conference. The group needed
the money for a keynote speaker and supplies for publicity.
The finance committee did
take out some money that
would be used on honorariums,
or small gifts, for those that
attended
the
conference
because, according to Gray, the
SGA is not allowed to give
money for those types of things.
The committee also took out
money that would be used for
small office supplies because
they said the supplies easily
could be found all over campus.

Two group leaders of
Women of Color told the SGA
that their organization has been
fund raising but they still need
more money. They said they
were involved in a Center for
Multicultural
International
Student Services Unity Lock-in,
and they will be hosting a
Valentine's Day variety show.
The finance committee
also tabled a bill submitted
on behalf of the JMU crew
club. The club asked for
money to buy boats, and the
committee wanted to look
into this request because
committee members had
questions about liability.
Two new bills were presented
see SGA, page 5

IRFNE WA7OOmKVcoMr1bl0ia8 photographer
Senior Jennifer Qrantto speaks during the Student Government
Association meeting Tuesday night.

Bush:

Nation remains vulnerable
State of the Union address
focuses on challenges in Iraq

BY NATHAN CHIANTELLA

staff writer

BY RON HUTCHESON

Winning for the second year
in a row, the national office of
Phi Sigma Pi honor fraternity
presented the Joseph Torchia
Outstanding Chapter Award to
the JMU chapter.
Presented at the National
Convention in November* 2003,
the Torchia only is given to four
of the 96 national Phi Sigma Pi
chapters The award, given
aixnually, is presented to the
chapter that "best serves the
ideals of the tripod that the fraternity is built upon — scholarship, leadership and fellowship,'' said Hoyt Craver, a representative from the Phi Sigm.i l'i
National Headquarters.
The Torchia Award is
named after Joseph Torchia,
who was inducted into Phi
Sigma Pi in 1951.
"I was thrilled to find out
that we won a Torchia," said
senior Whitney Atkins, initiate
adviser. "It made me proud to
be a part of something so powerful and impressive."
Junior Kelly Johnson, secretary, said that, upon presentation of the award, "the smiles of
all the brothers were priceless."
The JMU Beta Rho Chapter
of Phi Sigma Pi was founded
in 1995, and first won this
award in 2002. Winning the
award for a second straight
year was a welcomed surprise
to many of the brothers
"Since it is a rarity to win
two years in a row, we were
beyond
excited
at
the
announcement," said junior
Katie Freind, parliamentarian.
Junior Aaron Cattell, chapter
president, said that upon hearing the news, "a great feeling
just came over me knowing that
we had attained something for
the second year in a row that

Knight Ridder Tribune

Ml M DIM l< KnN.^Wt. Mhtt
President George W. Bush speaks during the first minutes of his State of the Union address
to Congraes Tuesday night. Bush discussed terrorist threats and challenges In Iraq.

President George W. Bush described a nation at peril
Tuesday in a State of the Union speech that focused on the
threat of terrorism, the challenges in Iraq and the need for
more economic growth.
In a nationally televised address that previewed the
themes of his reelection campaign, Bush defended his
decision to invade Iraq and warned Americans that the
nation remains vulnerable to terrorists. He sought to play
to his political strengths by casting himself as a toughminded leader dealing with big challenges.
borrowing a page from Abraham Lincoln, who urged
voters during the Civil War to avoid "changing horses in
midstream," Bush called on Americans to stick with him
as he confronts terrorism, Iraq and economic problems.
"We have faced serious challenges together and now
we face a choice. We can go forward with confidence and
resolve, or we can turn back to the dangerous illusion that
terrorists are not plotting, and outlaw regimes are no
threat to us," he told a joint session of Congress. "We have
not come all this way — through tragedy and trial and war
— only to falter and leave our work unfinished."
On issue after issue, Bush described a nation confronted by challenges — at risk from terrorism, at risk
from "thugs" in Iraq, at risk from "activist judges" who
have been "redefining marriage" by striking down
laws against gay marriage.
Declaring that "the people's voice must be heard," he
threw his support behind a proposed constitutional
amendment to outlaw same-sex marriages.
"If judges insist on forcing their arbitrary will upon the
people, the only alternative left to the people would be the
constitutional process. Our nation must defend the sanctity of marriage," Bush said.
He also urged Congress to renew the USA PATRIOT
Act, an anti-terrorism Taw that's set to expire next year.
Critics say the law's expanded police powers trample on
Americans' constitutional rights, but Bush called it a vital
law enforcement tool.
Although Bush highlighted U.S. accomplishments in
Iraq and in the war on terrorism, he said much more
needs to be done. He urged Americans to avoid being
lulled by the absence of attacks on the homeland since
Sept. 11,2001.
"That hope is understandable, comforting — and
false," he said. "The terrorists continue to plot against
America and the civilized world. And, by our will and
courage, this danger will be defeated."
see SPEECH, page 5

see AWARD, page 5

Kerry takes Iowa

Report: Most students avoid credit card debt
Only 10 percent of college students
max out all their credit cards
BY

OH'CK KINNIJll Km,ht Riddtr Thtanr
Democratic presidential candidate John Kerry celebrates
after his come-from-behlnd victory In the Iowa caucuses
Monday. For more, see page 3.

toNi DUNCAN
news editor

With the holiday season concluding, students now are
receiving their credit card bills
They are faced with the
decision either to pay the minimum payment, pay part of
the whole bill, or pay off thebill in its entirety.
While 90 percent of students do not get into major
debt from credit cards,
according
to
the
U.S.
Payment Card Information
Network at www.cardweb.com,
10 percent max out all their
cards and find themselves
unable to keep up with

monthly payments.
"I always pay my credit
card off in full," senior Becky
Novae said.
She said it she didn't pay the
bill off in full, then she would
have to pay a lot more every
month in interest.
The average college student's debt upon graduation is
approximately $3,000, according to the Information Network.
"At the end of the first quarter
of the year 2002, Americans
owed about $660 billion," the
Information Network said.
Graduate student Von/elle
Waller said, "1 always pay
more than the minimum, so I
can have it paid off quicker

and I don't have too much
finance charges.
"I mostly just use it in emergencies," she added.
Sophomore Christene Dairy
said she got her first credit card
in ninth grade. She currently
has three or four major credit
cards and about eight to 10
department store cards.
"I got the store cards for
the discount," she said,
"but, 1 always pay those off
immediately."
She said she pays off all her
cards to maintain good credit. "I
have better credit than my
mom," she said.
According
to
the
Information Network, "The
biggest mistake college students make is not making
their payments on time.
Chronic late payers will

develop bad credit over time."
Novak said she knew
someone whose car was repossessed after not being able to
pay off his debt.
"He would get store credit
cards — the ones that say 'six
months, no payments' and
Eld on them like it was free,"
said. "He actually said once
that he thought it was free."
Waller recommends that students look over their credit card
bill before paying the amount.
"Always read your statements," Waller said. "One
time, the credit card company charged me twice for the
same thing."
Credit cards can be very
helpful in emergency situations.
Since students rarely have cash,
they need to find other means to
pay for their purchases.
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University Eyecare
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Specializing in Traditional Thai Massage Therapies

• Comprehensive Eye Exams • Treatment & Management of Eye Disease
• Contact Lens Evaluations • Refractive Laser Surgery Management

=
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Walk-ins Welcome
10% Discount on professional service and eyewear
to JMU students & faculty with JAC card

60 MINS $35
90 MINS $55
(regular outcall rates, incall available)

Office Hours By Appointment Only

(540) 246-1865

OP.

lymussane.e

www truwtxxlvi

Located next to Wal-Mart
m Harrisonburg Crossing
(540) 433-7341

At

Hours*

Mon & Fri 9 - 6
T-Th9-5
Sat 9 - 3

Quiznos

Have a Sandwich and enjoy free "Wi-Fi"

hink you may be

Free Wireless Internet Access at the Harrisonburg Location

pregnant?
-.«** _>*

CMICKKN^"

HARRISONBURG

Pregnancy Center
FREE AND CONFIDENTIAL PREGNANCY TESTS

Call 434-7528

WHIT!!
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i Free Reg. Soda

■ with purchase of any sandwich
With this coupon, Exp.
|

any other offer
I

1/26/04

One per Coupon per person per visit. Not Valid with
JAC

CARDS ACCEPTED

I

Beside Harrisonburg Crossing. 540-432-1302 a

THURSDAY, JAN.

Recycle your waste
JMU and Harrisonburg are
teaming up to recycle used
computers and electronics.
•M

story below

I*% Islltt
Fraternity interest meeting to be held tonight
Men wanting to join on of
JMU's fraternities should go to
the Interfraternity Council's
information session tonight.
The session begins at 6:30
p.m. in Taylor Hall room 405.
This will provide an
"overview of the spring
recruitment process, as
well as information pertaining to individual chapters," according to a release
from the Interfraternity
Council
Fraternity recruitment
will take place from Jan.
26 to Feb. 5.
For nxMe information contact 1FC Recruitment Chair
Tripp Greene at grmtelts.

UREC offering new
classes, ski lessons
University Recreation
Center now is offering
pilates classes.
The cost is $27 on FLEX
and will cover the eight week Thursday sessions go
from Feb. 5 to April 1. The
class will be from 12:15 to
1:15 p.m. Students must register by Feb. 2.
UREC also is offering ski
lessons from |an. 27 to Feb. 12
every Tuesday and Thursday,
lessons will begin at 8 p.m.
and are $120, which includes
lift, lesson and rental. It is
$108 without rental.
One can buy their lesson
package Monday through
Friday at UREC.

■v

THE

Adult literacy tutoring
opportunities available
HARRISONBURG — The
Skyline Literacy Coalition of
Harrisonburg / Rockingham
county hosts volunteer tutor
training throughout the month
of November.
Many adults in the community need help in speaking
English and assistance from a
tutor would help, according
to a Nov. 4,2003, press release.
To become a Proliteracy
Worldwide tutor, call the
coalition at 879-2933.

Gephardt drops out of
2004 presidential race
MM K»14T Tribune (St. Louis)
— Missouri
Rep.
Dick
Gephardt, caricatured for years
as a passionless mbo-politkian,
wept openly Tuesday as he
bade farewell to his long public
career in a poignant hometown
news conference.
Gephardt, who rose from
childhood poverty to the
highest levels of government
only to fail in two bids for the
presidency, was surrounded
by his family — all dressed in
black — as he said he would
finish his term in Congress,
then return to private life. The
end will come after 14 terms
representing Missouri's 3rd
Congressional IXstmt, and 33
years in elective office.
His second presidential
campaign ended Monday
ni^ht alter he finished a distant fourth in the Iowa caucuses, garnering less than 11
perOHII of the vote in a
neighboring state
Gephardt wouldn't speculate on why he lost so
badly in Iowa — a state he'd
said repeatedly he would
win fj he did in 1988 in his
in-i i,ice for president.
"1 am proud of the campaign we waged," Gephardt
said. "It was fought on the
principles of fairness for our
workers, security for our senior, and opportunity lor our
children. My career in public
oflOiisa lining to an end, but
the tight Is never over.

While Gephardt ruled
out running for public
offict in Missouri, he laid
he had no plans for what
In uould do when his
tarn ends next January

NEWS
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'We, together, get can start an
American comeback."
JOHN KERRY

D-Mass. senator
MM rtory below

Democrats look to New Hampshire
Kerry wins
caucus with
38 percent of
Iowan vote
BY MARK SILVA

The Orlando Sentinel
On the first day of his
embattled presidential campaign, a visibly self-restrained
Howard Dean received welcome encouragement.
"Win or lose," retiree Dick
Snow told Dean Tuesday, "1
want to thank you for trying to
change the system."
"It's a lot more fun to
win," replied Dean, allowing
that his stunning defeat by
two fellow Democrats in
Iowa's season-opening caucuses Monday night was no
fun. "We better win in New
Hampshire if we're going to
change the system."
But, while Dean faced the
gloomy prospect that another
loss
Tuesday
in
New
Hampshire's primary could
doom his chances of capturing
the 20O4 Democratic presidential nomination, Sen. John
Kerry, D-Mass, the winner in
Iowa, was flying high.
"Thank you for welcoming
back to New Hampshire
Comeback Kerry,'" he told a
few hundred supporters in an
airplane hangar here after a 3
a.m. flight from Iowa. "We,
together,
can
start
an
American comeback."
Already, voters say, they arc
taking another look at Kerry
following the Massachusetts
senator's Iowa victory.
"He's a more viable candidate," said Mary Ijponis, of
nearby Deny, N.H. "I want to
vote for somebody who can
win. ... people will take a second look at him."
Yet, the best positioned of
the Democrats could be Sen..
John Edwards of North
Carolina, who finished second
to Kerry in Iowa and well
ahead of Dean. While Dean and
Kerry have to focus on stalling
retired Army Gen. Wesley
Clark's campaign, Edwards
may be able to build support by
avoiding
confrontation.
Another
strong
showing
Tuesday would give him
momentum heading into South
Carolina's Feb. 3 primary.

' HUCK Kl^MYfKnight Rnldrr Tnhunr
U.S. Democrat presidential candidate Sen. John Edwards greets supporters as he cetobratos his secondplace fntsh In the Iowa caucus.

"1 think the race is wideopen," Clark said at a small
rally for supporters Tuesday.
Rep. Dick Gephardt of
Missouri abandoned his While
House bid Tuesday after placing
fourth
in the
caucuses.
Gephardt's move leaves his
home state's 74 pkxiged-convention delegates — more than l< m I
and New Hampshire combined
— up for grabs when Missouri
holds its primary Feb. 3.
Pre-Iowa polling had Dean
in first place hen.1 and Clark
vying with Kerry for the second

spot. But, all bets are off now,
and observers expect a shitt
when tracking polls today
gauge post-caucus sentiment.
Clark is attempting to draw
some contrasts with his rivals.
"I've laid out all my
records, and I challenge every
other candidate who claims
to be a Democrat in this race
to do likewise this week," he
said, taking a swipe at Dean's
bid to keep sealed many of
the records he kept as
Vermont's governor.
Kerry led veterans protest-

Student-ran bookstore increases
membership, textbook offerings
BY JOHN LEONARD

contributing writer
Students fed up with
high textbook prices now
can save money buying and
selling directly for free at
Where2go4books.com.
'The site can be thought of as
an online classified ad system for
buying and selling textbooks,"
said senior Renee Parilak,
Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers Computer
Society president
The Web site started as an
Integrated
Science
and
Technology 480 eCommerce
Technology project developed
by Integrated Science and
Technology faculty member
and IEEE adviser Anthony A.
Teate and his students.
BAT students working on
the site took classes in HTML,
Visual Basic and Active Server
Pages, and did extensive outsider-class research to give the
site KK ,uued functionality
After designing the site last
summer, BAT and IH I dufe
alumni handed the project over
to the IEEE Computer Society
for completion. After several
improvements and additions,
the site launched just before
Thanksgiving. From Dec. 1,
21 X)\ b Jan. 14,2004, the number
of registered users grew from
189 to 1,148, while the number of
textbooks available grew from
245 to over 1,400.
Ihis site i-, the culmination
of hard work by students under
my surxTvision who were moti-

vated to do
something
good
for
other students."
re.ites.ml.
"It
is
also representative of the entrepreneurial spirit of
the
eCommerce Technology course I
teach, and the student-centric
IEEE Computer Society that I
advise, "he said.
An e.isv to>UM interface
alknvs visitors to navigate the
site with ease from the home
page, new users can rogister tt <r
free and returning users can log
in by clicking on "My
Account."
To sell a book, users click on

■VII Books," and then "Add a

Book." Next, users fill out a form
about their txx>k, describing the
condition and their price. Users
either can set a fixed price vt
accept bids. Up to 10 books can
be posted for sale on one account
at ajn time.
To find textbooks for sale,
users click on "Boy Books
and then select a search
method. I he database is

itajeMUe by title, author,

course or professor, ■mil results
can be sorted by price, condition or seller
After finding a textbook,
users click on "Add to Want
list" to save the btx>k and eliminate repeated searches. Fn*n the
"My Account" page, users can
view btxiks they want to buy
and sell, as well as contact sellers
of the hooks using an online e-

ing the Vietnam War after porters with a throaty, somewinning high honors as a times howling promise to win
Navy officer there. Clark, also state after state and then roara decorated Vietnam veteran, ing like a lion.
devoted a 34-year-career to
When he appeared before a
the Army. "I stayed with the few hundred supporters in a
military," Clark said, and Manchester hotel ballroom.
when asked what this meant Dean delivered a quiet, measabout Kerry, he said, "I'm ured version of his appeal to
only saying that I stayed with "take back our country" from
special interests.
the U.S. Armed Forces."
But, it is Dean who cam"We spent a long time as the
paigns most gingerly now. supposed front-runner, and we
I Van confronted questions paid the price that front-runabout his performance Monday ners pay," Dean said later.
night when he exhorted sup- "Now it's time to regroup."

Used computers
find new homes
Fresh program helps to
reduce electronic waste

mail form. To ensure privacy,
only the usemame and e-mail of
other users are visible.
"By cutting out the middk'
man, we created a way for students to deal directly with each
other .in.l Mt their own prices,
efc ing them the freedom to
buy and sell textbooks the way
they've wanted to for yean
Parilak said.
leate said the Web site has
been successful. "Response to
the Web site has greatly surpassed our expectations, and
we will be upgrading the
site | MfVlcea in the near
future," he said.
Future plans for the site
include a list of the required textbooks for each course, automatic
password retrieval and possibly
expanding it to other universities, according to Parilak.
John J Rheault, director of
the JMU Bookstore, had no
comment for thi* story.
Question*1 regarding the
site or IEFF can be directed to
Parilak at jwtlarm.
Senior
Christopher
Crayton, IEEE treasurer,
said, "YJhere2Go4Books.com is
like Southwest Airlines —
it's a 'no-frills' service for
students that don't want to
pay the exorbitar^ prices of
the JMU Bookstore."

BY MELISSA MATTINGLY

contributing writer
In an attempt to prevent
local environmental hazards.
a JMU professor is working to
BaJvaflE the useful remains of
Old computers
The
Environment.il
Protection Agency estimates
that about 220 million tons
of archaic computers and
other electronics are disposed of each vear, according to its Web site
www.epa.gov. Aside from
overflowing landfills, computers are made ot a variet\
of different m.iteruK
many of which can be harmful togroundwater supplies,
,u pflrdmg to the BPA.
Geoffrey Egekwu, associate professor of Integrated
S lence and Technology, is
working with the City of
Harrisonburg to combat
this problem locally. The
City contacted JMU because
"we work with JMU on a lot
of things," said Charles
HOnikex solid waste superintendent for the City of
Harrisonburg. "We have
become more and more
involved with JMU and
help aadl other out"
Egekwu said he wil' put
the project up for senior proj-

ects" later in the svnieMii
1 .ast summer, the city contacted JMU and Center of
Integrated
Science and
technology about finding a
solution to this growing environmental hazard, and
Egekwu passed the project
OH h) -I group of his students.
The main goal of the city
and JMU is to dissemble
these used computers, reuse
what can be and safely dispose of what cannot be,
according to r-gekwu.

-.6-

We have become
more and more
involved with JMU...
—Chirks Honaker
solid waster supcnnlcndcnt for lire
Cil) of Harrisonburg

99
Currently, only about 10
percent of old computers,
cell phones anil other hardware ever are recycled or
reused, according to a Dec.
10, 2003 press release.
see WASTE, page 4
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WASTE: Old phones donated
WASTE, from page 3
The students, after deciding that their first problem
was not knowing most of the
chemicals in computers, discovered such harmful toxic
chemicals as mercury, lead,
cadmium and polyvinyl chloride. They also discovered
recyclable materials, including small amounts of gold,
copper, aluminum and silver.
"You can use some of the
other parts to rebuild or
refurbish other computers,"
Egekwu said. "Other parts
that can't be reused, such as
plastic casings, can be ground
up and recycled to make
other products. In the past,
everything — chemicals,
plastics, different hazardous
materials — has gone into the
county landfill."
Since then, the city has contacted Computer Recycling of
Virginia, Inc., a company out of
Virginia Beach, to collect old
and used computers from members of the community. While
this still is in the beginning

phases of planning, the target
date is about a week after lluMay graduation. Efforts also are
being made to hold the mftac
bon at an accessible place, such
.is the old Wal-Mart parkin); lot
■coding to Honaker.
While it still is a long w.n
off. Egekwu said he hopes that
they eventually will set up an
assembly line to strip down
computers for recycling and
proper disposal.
Someday, the school and the
city even may be able to profit
from this project, but, more
importantly, "it will mean cleaner
ground water, safer landfills and,
ultimately, a cleaner, healthier
environment," Egekwu said.
In the meantime, there are
Web sites to donate old equipment to charity.
Some Web sites, such as
www.eclecticchurch.org/wwwboard/messages/759.htm, explain
how to donate old cell phones
to victims of domestic abuse
Proceeds from some of these
phones go to shelters, and others are reprogrammed to dial

only 911.
Other sites, such as
uino.wirelesirecycling.com/hcime/)
ndcxMml, give instructions lor
donating used cell phones and
starting a collection in w uir .HV.I
Individuals and businesses can donate computers
through the state of Virginia's
Second Chance Program.
Information can be found at
wifw. microuvb.com/pepsile/Rec
ucle/Virginia.
Honaker also suggests students "hang on to (their computers] until spring.
"We'll be taking all electronics, computers, televisions, cell
phones," and a number of other
things, he said.
Computers also can be
donated to Harrisonburg
High School.
"We'll take old stuff, especially if it works," said D.D.
Dawson, director of Business
and Technology at Health and
Human Services. Those who do
wish to donate computers to
Harrisonburg High School can
contact Dawson at 434-5730.

News writers meeting
Monday Jan. 26 at 6 p.m.
in the basement of
Anthony Seeger Hall
Will be discussing future storj ideas, promotions and futui
editing positions
For more information
or
if you can noi make the meeting cal
\S 6(V)() or write \o breezenewsQ hotmail.com

Are you tired of dealing with roommates?

■■■■

for a quiet and peaceful environment?
♦APARTMENTS♦)

Leonard W. Aamodt, MD, FACOG
Evan V. Forsnes. MD, FACOG
Martha A. Jones, CNM, MS
Barbara M Kirkland, CNM, MS
Donna L Schminkey, CNM, MPH
Ann M. Schaeffer. CNM. MED

SncMiufoan,

higher LSAT & MCAT
scores guaranteed

PrafcMfaMl CM* wMb • Ptrsoaai Touch

or your money back

Annual Gyn Exam

Insurance and

Birth Control

Major Credit

Colposcopy

Cards Accepted

Attend all required classes or make-up sessions, complete all
scheduled tests, and do your homework. If your score doesn't
improve on test day from your Kaplan diagnostic or a prior official
test score, you can choose to repeat our program for free or get a
full refund of your tuition?* N't that simple.

KAPLA
* *To be ettgAtfl for tins offer, you must be
enrolled m Kaplan « full classroom. toWnnj.
or online courses. In addition, you must
present a copy of your official score report
and your course materials wttrMn 90 days.

Ashby Crossing
1191 Devon Lane

Hirritonburt, VA 22801
S4MJHMI

1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com

vi

IMUCnONS
Find til of the worda in Ihr punk. When you find I word, black out all of die letien When all word)
have been found you will ice thai there are totter* left met. You will need to write down all of (he letten
•lartmg al ihe loo left of the nuzzle and continue from left to right. When ill leiierj are written down they
will form i phraie. Have fun and good hick.
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12 noon-10PM
CLOSED SUNDAY
Piercing not available on
Monday
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Office (540)438-1314
Toll Free (877) 438-1314
Fax(540) 438-0797
www.swhc.net

Breast Exams

Test Prep and Admissions

fiadies... check out our new fWk dhtists!
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119 University Blvd., Suite B
Harrisonburg, VA 22801-3753
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Getting a place at Mhby
Is not neatly as hatd as this puulel
Don't wait, come In to Ashby today and secure a
place fot the upcoming school yeat.
Apartments ate available now!
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SPEECH: Bush says SGA: Two organizations receive money
more work is ahead
SPEECH, from ptgl 1
And, despite the failure of
U.S. troops to find any
weapons of mass destruction
or Iraqi tie- to Urr.wist groups,
he again cited those risks as a
jlnHBcaUtU tor war.
"Objections to war oAan
com Irom principled mutiws.
Bui let us Ix undid about the

comaqumcM

of

laavtng

Saddam Hussein in power,"
Hush s.iid. "Had we faUad to
act. the dictator's weapons of
mass destruction programs
would continue to this day
Turning
to
domestic
is-urs. Hush axpnaaad confidanet that the economy
would continue to improve,
but called on Congress to take
additional steps that he
believes will help encourage
job growth His legislative todo list includes a producertriendly energy policy and a
proposal to make temporary

tax cuts permanent.
He also acknowledged
some of the manufacturing
jobs that have disappeared
during his term would not
come back. The nation has
lost nearly three million jobs
since Bush took office, many
of them in the manufacturing sector.
He
urged
Congress to approve a new
job-training program that
would help displaced workers start new careers.
In the
Democratic
response, Senate Democratic
Leader Tom Daschle and
House Democratic leader
Nancy Pelosi said Bush has
bungled key foreign and
domestic issues.
Pelosi said Bush has alienated allies with a "go-it-alone
foreign policy," while Daschle
accused him of pushing corporate tax breaks at the expense
of American workers.

SGA, from page 1
to the Senate. One requested
hinds for the JMU Brass Band
Club. The members asked for
$3,958 to buy two of the three
new instruments they need in
order to perform in competition'. The third instrument
they will buy through their
own fund raising.
Sophomore Matt Taylor, COB
senator and director or information technology, asked the Senate

to use reserve money to buy the
SGA new "gr.iphk Jt-si^n, Web
site design and publishing software" to be used on the new
computers th**y purchased with
reserve furuK this year
The SGA's sonwarc- is outof-date, and people that need
the programs to create things
for SGA are forced to use their
own software, according to
Taylor The price for six copies
of three different programs

would come to $1,597.96.

A few servitors will be taking a trip to Richmond to
lobby on behalf of the university for funds from the Virginia
General Assembly.
According
to
senior
Adrianne Laputka, Arts &
Letters senator, Charles King,
JMU's University Financial
director, asked the SGA to
lobby for base accuracy funding. The money, which the uni-

versity needs to run, to pay for
building costs, and keep faculty
salaries competitive, also helps
support projected enrollment.
Enrollment next year should
increase to 120 students over
the maximum Ixv.iuse of higher retention rates. The legislative action committee also has
asked students to join in a letter-writing campaign to tell the
General Assembly what students want and need.

AWARD: Phi Sigma Pi fraternity earns honor
AWAKD.fmm page 1
only goes out to four chapters "
He added they were
pleased that "(their] actions
did not go unnoticed."
The brotherhood at JMU
participates in philanthropy
in order to fill the Phi Sigma
Pi tripod.
"We have already begun
planning events dealing with

Multiple] S|cleroisis|, the
Megan Stidham scholarship.
Teach for America and
Founder's Weekend, among
other things," Freind said.
According
to
junior
Meredith A West, Brother
Relations Chair, their chapter
has "worked very hard the
past year in supporting philanthropy."

Junior Greg Mathurin, the
chapter's vice president, said
he believes that Phi Sigma Pi is
an amazing group "In no other
place on campus, or in my life
for that matter, have I seen such
a diverse and yet tightly knit
group of people with a similar
goal in mind," he added.
However, two Torchia
awards are not enough for

JMU's Phi Sigma Pi. "We cannot quit yet because there is no
such thing as a semester off for
u»," Mathurin said. "Every
organization has room for
improvement, and we are no
exception. We will be gunning
for Torchia No. 3 and, with
what 1 have seen happening so
far this semester, I feel that we
are well on our way."

JhifL

W
^

Car*i l^Tan

TfC

...Jjy.....
Spring Break Special
Tan Until Spring Break
Unlimited for $50
Must present this coupon to receive discount.
No appointments needed due to the volume of beds.

40 Beds

I

2004 Baseball )
Season Tickets I
V On Sale Now! '

i'J

Sunday, January 25« 4 PM
Convocation Center

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL vs. HOFSTRA
CAA Televised Game
Girl Scout Day:
All fiirl Scouts in uniforms in Free.
First 125 Fans get a free Dog Bone hat

The Largest Tanning Salon in Harrisonburg
>*/

Pay using your JAC card
Located in the Food Lion Shopping Center

K

*m

433 - 9989

A

MasterCuts. it
nother Reason to Go
to the Mall.

Call 56S-DUKE for ttckat Infoc—Moa
or go owHw at Jimiipoit».cwl

J China Express
Free Delivery

(540) 568-9899

riAU A~«^~*«^J
Flex Accepted

SunH"hu until 1am
& Fri-Sat until 2am

Special Combination Platters
All Entrees served with Plain
Choice of Soup; Wonton, Egg Dj

Student Discount

20 &

%

10o
ff
All Salon
Services

All Hair Care
Products

Atlull Haircut rcg. $11.95
Perm/Color M.'rvicc\
starting at $39.00

Paul Mitchell. Biolagc.
Sebastian. Bed Head.
MasterCuts A more

Valley Mall
540 564 0777

{

aster

M

Cuts

»»» nuvlruut».m
I <iiai.xxx.|||7h» nrare«l location
S.. J.«Mc dW-u*. SaamtMMtciillDalMarufMTVKc. Ejftrr* .WI/04

oup;

* SC1 Chicken Broccoli
SC2 Pork, Chicken, Beef or Shrimp Chow Mein
SC3 Sweet and Sour Chicken
SC4 Sweet and Sour Pork
SC5 Moo Goo Gai Pan
* SC6 Chicken with Garlic Sauce
* SC7 Hunan Chicken
SCB Pork with Mixed Vegetables
SC9 Mixed Chinese Vegetables
* SC10 Hunan Vegetables
SC11 Chicken with Cashew Nuts
* SC12 Kung Pao Chicken
* SC13 Szechuan Chicken
SC14 Almond Chicken
* SC15 Hunan Beef
SC16 Pepper Steak
SC17 Beef with Broccoli
•SC18 Szechuan Beef
SC19 Jumbo Shrimp with Lobster Sauce
SC20 Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables
* SC21 Hunan Shrimp
SC22 Triple Delight
* SC23 General Tso's Chicken
SC24 Sesame Chicken
SC25 Four Seasons
SC26 Pork, Chicken, Beef, or Shrimp Lo Mein
SC27 Chicken with Vegetables
* SC28 Orange Flavored Chicken

JMYMIL

Our New
- Style

All entrees come with
Sweet and Sour Chicken
Spring Roll
8 oz. Plain Fried Rice
and choice of soup:
only flffi
Wonton,
Egg Drop.
or Hot and Sour

* Indicates Spicy (can be altered to taste)

and don't forget.
25c Cheese Wontons
(limit 2 with $15 purchase)
Lunch Special $3.95 and up

China Express
1031 Port Republic Rd
Menu, Specials and Map Found On

G©[L®®fcOn.com
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At a place that once was praised for being
the perfect size. JMU now is becoming an
institution that is more about the money
than it is about the students.
m how* adttorial, b.k»

Too often in the past people
were apathetic about taking part
in the voting process ...

OPINION
HOUSE

STEPHEN ATWELL

sophomore
•H COMHMI, MNW

EDITORIAL

JMU becoming stifled by number of students, lack of space
This year in Chandler Hall, a few less
third-floor students will be hitting the
books. This is because a study lounge on
the third floor was turned into a bedroom
— there was no other place to add two beds
and two desks. Additionally, those two
extra students have to share a bathroom
with a neighboring suite because they don't
have a suite of their own.
But, maybe the study lounge no longer is
needed now because students can't get into
the classes they want anyway. As more and
more majors close their doors to non-major
students, it leaves many people disgruntled
— and rightly so. A graduation requirement
is to have a certain number of elective hours,
but students run into the problem of having
nothing from which to choose. Classes also
are turning their backs to subject minors.
While change and expansion are good
things for JMU, the university must be careful not to forget who it is serving — the students. It is the students who linger around
D-hall tables because there is no place to sit
It also is the students who pay between
$5,000 and $13,200 a year for tuition alone,
not to mention an additional $3,000 for
room and board.
While the renovations of Harrison
Hall continue to displace students,
Grafton-Stovall Theatre is being used as
a classroom — with no tables or desks for
note-taking and testing. PC Ballroom is
another location where students have
been forced to acclimate to an unorthodox learning environment.
Admitting more students every year
obviously is part of the problem, but mostly it is that JMU is not able to handle the
increase at such a fast pace, as seen with the
overcrowding of almost every facility. JMU
officially is bursting at its seams.

JMU is overflowing.
Parking is a disaster. D-hall is seatless.
Students spend more time waiting in line
i <r exercise equipment at UREC than they
do working out Dorms eventually will be
housing students in bathrooms.
It's about time the administration
stepped back and took a look at what's
gi nng on at this school. At a place that once
was praised for being the perfect size, JMU
now is becoming an institution that is more
about the money than it is about the students.
Since the 1990s, JMU's total enrollment
hM made HUM staggering increases —
m tfng up nearly 500 students from 2002 to
TO, according to the most recent statistical
summary. That is 500 more students to
cram into D-hall, 500 more cars to circle the
hill parking lots and 500 more beds to fill.
At this month's Board of Visitors meeting Charles King, senior vice president for
,HI ministration and finance, proposed
building another parking deck to alleviate
some of the congestion on campus.
He had a great solution, only there was
I iu' minor flaw — the university has
nowhere to put it. Perhaps JMU can stick a
few spots in between the new athletic performance center, which costs $9.8 million,
and tlie eight-story Eagle Hall.
Lack of sports fields also is an issue. As
JMU originally was a small teacher's college; it wasn't designed for a large influx of
diverse field sports. Now, club and intramural teams an? forced to work around
inconvenient practice tunes because there
.iren't enough fields provided. Again, the
board approved a budget to construct
more fields, yet the closest proposal of field
I. x ,ition Ls across from the McDonald's off
Port Republic Road.

Brilliant Drivel

Democratic primary
good for democracy
I mail darts and pals to brrr/rd|)(" holm ail.com
IXin\ ,W Pals arr siilxniriui tuumvmiHisI) and printed an a space
modal
■•wn< m bawd up<*i one person's lynnum of a
gTWJI sitiMtum, perstm or event nnddo nrM necesumly reflet I the truth.

cal scene has seemed to reinvigorate political fervor.

StephenAtwell

Pat...

the Iowa caucus with 38 per-

rea>rd for voter turnout in the
Iowa primary was set in l^S

rest the country and much of

out and buy .1 stick of deodorant once in a
while We shouliln t have lo hold our noses

the

when 128,000 participated.
People are beginning to

lour female co-streakers for braving the bitter cold and making the start to our last

every time we want to brush our teeth.

From tivo clean students across the hall
who used lo think pigl smelted bad — until
we met you.

Pat..

news

media.

The

day

proved to be a deciding one
for the Democratic party, as
the field

narrowed

and an

unlikely leader emerged from
the rest of the candidates

about taking part in the vot-

John Edwards, who WM m
the back of the pack of candi-

as though they were far
removed from the decision-

dates in a poll two weeks ago,
came in second place after cap-

presidential election proved

turing 32 penmt of the vote

this notion wrong.

2000

ix-.m, who, according to ■

■ton louder than the lecture throughout
almost the entire class.

Jan. 20 issue of The New York

fluffy handcuffs to the store's inventi >r\

From three excited sophomore* VMM
Tuesday candy run was turned into a very
exhilarating experience.

Times, was preparing l->i ■ victory party to celebrate his

tion would be linked up by
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fust honor KM don't think tlie femaleanatomy k
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seemingly certain
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victory

in

the Iowa primary, ended up
trailing both Edwards and
ipturing 18 pen. rit
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open equipment returns.
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to New
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"It's good that rue
lionor hini once a year,
hut we should honor
him 365 days a i/ear."

"It serves as a
reminder of what
people luut to go
through to pare the
vmypr people like me
to enjoy the life Hive."

Paul Blanchard

Gaurav Kapoor

senior, business

senior, international affairs

"Celebration of
someone willing to
fight for what he
believed in. which
is a rarity in society
today."

"It's about
opportunity and
gratefulness tlrnl he
walked for me when 1
couldn't."

breeze
SPOTLIGHT
tlkn Aheam/c onlrUmlum ptvHoiraptvr
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Jabarie Brown

Katie Hursh

junior, computer animation

sophomore, psychology

What does Martin Luther King Jr. Day mean to you?

PRIMARY: Race leads to informed voters
I PRIMARY, from page 6
like the progress for continued
reconstruction as he defended the
decision to enter II.KJ.
Bush touted the USA
PATRIOT Act, which has been
received with mixed approval
across the nation. These
IttUM* mentioned in the
speech, will help the candidate! to define themselves
further as the primary race

shifts to New Hampshire.
The residents of the state
undoubtedly will turn out
in large numbers after the
unexpected result! from
Monday's initial primary.
Dean has devolved a chink
in his armor, and supporters
will hope to avoid a similar fate
in New Hampshire. Supporters
of Kerry and Edwards can
smell blood in the water and

will look to come out in numbers in order to sway the vote
in their favor.
Such an excitement over voting — the heart of democracy —
is a sign that citizens are taking
responsibility with their civic
duty to vote.
The times have changed since
the days when the Electoral
College was established in order to
keep an uneducated populace

from electing a poor choice for
president.
It is another step toward an
election process devoid of the
Electoral College. It more accurately will allow the general public to determine the fate of an
election and to put an end to the
days of a president-elect who
lost the popular vote.
Stephen Atuxll is a sophomore
SMAD major.

^

Did someone brighten your day
or leave you culling them an
oxygen thief?
Send them a friendly pat or
menacing dan.
bn e • <//'<'' hoimail.i cm

FRATERNITY RECRUITMENT mm

mA

AXIOEriKA KIKAP
QX AKA KAXX riKO
INTKEZBTFIJI

Who's Greek?
*A11 but two U.S. Presidents since 1825
*85% of Fortune 500 executives

Fraternity Forum:
January 20 - 22 on the Commons
Info Session:
January 22, 6:30-8 p.m. Taylor 405
Actual Recruitment:

*76% of U.S. Congressmen
|*71% of men in "Who's Who in America"
If you need more reasons to join
(or have any questions)

January 26 - February 4

please contact
Ben Baker: 438-1626

Everyone Welcome!
IFC

Sponsored

All iihiil-tree I vents

HMHIOPIi'S DllLiI OllflPHiMlillG TATTOO STUDil
IARQCSC selection OF &ooy jemelRy io COSID
w

MFMVfZZ IlkSTiMSS IMWJIS2
OVR WNITS ARE UNDER MARKET PRICE

^

'/i a block to campus, 3 bedroom townhouse
Ethernet access, Individual leases
Fully furnished, }210 per student
Only 2 units left!!!

ALSO...4, 5 and 7 bedroom houses
location, location, location
Plenty of parking

m

OTHER. UNITS AND TERMS AVAILABLE
DON'T LET THEM SLIP AWAY!
CALL TODAY!!

DVANTACE REALTY

JYJANACEME
ANACliMENTCKOUl'
— INC

*

540-434-1173
email: j>shlfflgtt<g>ntelos.net

5

?IP/*TO?Se= IP<W*l»x- IP/A<lltec
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CROSSWORD

HOROSCOPES
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging
■1

1

Today's Birthday (Jan 22). You'll have to endure a lot o( stress this year, but it will cause you to become
more decisive and more determined to succeed. You'll win in the end. But don't take on this challenge
alone. Get help,from a creative team.

Aries March 21-April 19
Today is an 8 - You ami vuur mends com• pletely understand each other now. Make
plans and schemes and lists of what you
want to accomplish. You're hot.

Today is an 8 - This could be a remarkable
day. The topic is falling in love. You could do
' it many times, in many ways - even with
some folks you don't like. This is good.

fifo;

Taurus April 20-May 20

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21

^ss, I Today is a 6 - This time, you'd do best to
«Bb UH' .i roundabout route to reach your
If goals. The gate you want to go through is
being guarded by a big monster. Soften
him or her up first.

y

^.JJV Today is an 8 - You're full of vim and vigor.

{■On That' good, hut the path ahead isn't clear.
/^^ B* careful not to hurt a sensitive person's
feelings. And don't talk too much.

Cancer June 22-July 22
Today is a 7 - Paperwork may not be your
favorite way to spend your time, but the
' more of it you untangle now. the better off
you'll be. Think of it as a game.

Leo July 23-Aug. 22
^ -^. Today is a 7 - You may be tuckered out by
|A>sJ now, but that's nothing to be ashamed of
^^^ Hand over the reins to an expert, and let
him or her care for you for a while.

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22
* «^
■Un
'MS\
^S*^

Today is a 7 - Your focus should be entirrlv on the job in front of you. and on the
other work you'll get from that. Don't
waste anv time.

5

1

s

10

11

12

13

B ■.j^fcH'*

29

30

31

32

36

39

54

55

56

7

f

14

IS

M

1/

Ifl

1I

20

21

Libra Sept. 23-Ocl 22

W>

Gerr.ntl May 21-June 21

4

3

J Today is a 6 - Focus on a household proj; ect. Let your family's needs take priority.
Do it for them, and you'U be doing it for
yourself, too.

1

r.i

1 -**>* F^B**

■

34

Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19
«i
Today is a 6 - Valuables could pour into
fl^y y°ur coffers through no extra work of your
J^^g own. Graciously accept the payback you
have coming.

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18
J^A
Today is an 8 - Remember your habit of
j^p thinking things over. Don't be too impetu■^•t ous. You're getting a lot of attention now.
■* v Don't let it go to your head.

Pisces Feb. 19-March20
_a»
Today is a 6 - Hide out in your room and
<fc%») do paperwork. Get that stack of stuff whit^*J^ tied down. Your subconscious is trying to
send ytw a message. It's hidden in there.
—Tribune Media Services

RiDDl.ioftheDay
How many times
can you subtract
the number five
from 25?

Mount Everest

Need something right away? Ask about
our Immediate Availability list.

35

SB

1

H
fl

'3

'
V

37

41

KJ

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21
fc.S Today is an 8 - Let your boss and your
•|X financial adviser tell you what to study
(T^^ next. They'll have a broader perspective
on what's going to be profitable and what
won't be.

?f.

sa

s:.
a
■

ACROSS
1 City in
Transylvania
5 Took flight
9 Key of
Beethoven's
"Eroica"
14 Top-drawer
15 Humdinger
16 Sierra _
17 Offend slightly
18 Cantor and
Lupine
19 Cheap jewelry
20 Front attachment: abbr.
21 Four-time
Winston Cup
runner-up
23 Marsh plants
25 Nautical
assents
26 Gemsbok
28 Tenets
33 Legend car
maker
36 Garden tool
39 Enthusiastic
opinion
40 Ayn and Sally
41 Best pitcher
42 Stratum
43 Choir member
44 Eight bits

■

• H50

■ •9
51

00

5?

53

■

1

\
I
,0

45 Chicago
airport
46 Singer Richie
48 Final Four org.
50 "Star Warsprincess
53 Expose
57 Three-time
lndy-500
winner
62 Ship part.
63 Inventor Howe
64 Twitches
65 Thought
66 Murphy of
movies
67 Uncommon
68 In _ of
69 Golfer Calvin
70 Burden
71 Oodles

149

i

■.
M

"

DOWN
1 Bivouacs
2 Roanne's river
3 Left hungry
4 Four-time
Winston Cup
champion
5 Insubstantial
6 Chinese port
on Korea Bay
7 Satellite of
Jupiter
8 Shadowy
9 Half of UTEP
10 Cold feet
11 Missing
12 Against
13 Young adult
22 Persian's contemporary
24 Notable periods
27 Medical shot?
29 Five-time
Monaco Grand
Prix champion
30 Writer Angelou
31 Assert confidently
32 Very dry
33 Asian sea
34 Colombian
metropolis

35 Biblical
preposition
37 Do something
38 Acute
42 Cash advance
44 Cordon
47 French palace
49 Swearwords
51 Emcee's
lead-in
52 Thai or Korean
54 Sound
55 Wintry
precipitation
56 Mann or
Kinski
57 Horn sound
58 Ye _ Shoppe
59 Wait
60 Switch
partner?
61 Light tan

THURSDAY, JAN.

Focus
&

<«,

"«»,
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Focus

From the director of LEGALLY BLONDE

KateBosworth TopherGrace JoshDuhamel
In every love story, there's only room
tor one leading man.

Still looking for housing next year?

282-284 E. Gratton Street
1 and 1/2 bath
2 Blocks to JMU
Established Quiet Neighborhood
Rent $600/month

1357 S. Main Street
7 Bedroom House
Available 8/15/04

TAD HAMILTON f
DREAMWORKS PICTURES PRESfjrrs A RSHrS/WICK pflooucnwi
tROBERTLIKEIEM TWIADATEWITHTADHAUON!" KATEBOSWORTH TOPHERGRACE
JOSH DUHAM& WTTH SEAN HAYES «0 NATHAN LANE ^^WS:^ LAURA WASSERMAN AKD DARREN HIGMA/J
-'. rJJWARD SHEARMUR SWILLIAM S.BEASLEY GAMYON"0^ DOUGLAS WKKA»LUCY FISHER
jTI VICTOR LEI "^ ROBERT LUKEI»£=.» °K£Sr
www winadaiewithiadhamihon com

,

ni, 1pw.'l taBI

265 S. Liberty Street
Rent $ 825 OO
Total Water included
Close to campus on Liberty Street
3 Levels
One bedroom is 12 x 28

.^ ."tr"? _

Coming soon to theatres everywhere

TODAY!!

437 S. Mason Street
(51 Two bedroom apartments
Rent $500.00 to $580.00
Water and hot water provided with rent
Leases start 6/04 or 8/04

SPRING

Study Abroad 0
EXPO

Hunter's Ridge Townhomes
Four Bedrooms
Two Bathrooms
$225/mo per person
Completely Furnished

SEE THE WORLD!
Come and learn about the
many semester, summer,
and short term study
abroad and international
internship opportunities
available at JMU.

J-M's Apartments
One. Two. Three & Four Bedroom
Large Rooms
One Bedroom $395
Two Bedroom $220 Each
Three Bedroom $180 Each
Four Bedroom $200 Each

531/533 Roosevelt Square

& Thursday,
January 22nd

Nice 4 bedroom lumished townhouses
Large bedrooms
W/D D/W Icemaker
Big Living room
$275 OO/person
Close to campus

& 10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
(:) College Center
Ballroom
is: Everyone is welcome!

This is a
[WELLNESSl
.PASSPORT,
event!

Fot more information, ninl.ul Kill Rincr at A O Q

<) O (\(\

or visit

http://home.adelphia.net/~rent/

THURSDAY, JAN.

i-New brew

STYLE

Alston's Pub gets a college student-geared face
lift and menu revamping.
see stary esiew
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"I really like playing the zany professor, and the opportunity to work
with film is great."
CONNOR FUX

senior
Mt story below

ReeL | ReFLections Sister sets students straight in 'Late Night'

Tolly' not a risky
venture to theatre

Bv SCOTT BOKKDEAU
contributing writer
What comes to mind when
someone mentions the word
"comedy?" "The Simpsons?"
"Everybody Loves Raymond?"
"Dave Chappelle?" What if
"\\r woman's response was
"Catholic schixil?"'
"Late Nile Catechism" is
aiming to Wilson Hall I rul.u
and Saturday at 7:30 p.m. This
one-woman stand-up comedy
routine earned rave reviews in
many publications across the
country, including Vie Oakland
Tribune, who hailed it ' 1 iol\
rolling in the aisles

BY ALISON FARGO

senior writer
Ben Stiller would argue
thai the risk of not enjoying
"Along Came Polly" certainly
is less than 25 percent.
And I'd have to agree.
Although this romantic
comedy is generic in its roots
— boy meets girl, boy and girl
overcome obstacles, they live
happily ever after — it still is
able to muster up a few laughs.
Reuben Feffer (Stiller, "The
Royal Tenenbaums") is a riskassessment analyst at ,1 New
York City insurance company.
Reuben's life is characterized
by trusting only the safest
choices possible — he literally
makes decisions based on
what his laptop dictates.
However, his predictably
dull world collapses on his
honeymoon, when his wife
Lisa (Debra Messing, "The
Mothman Prophecies") sleeps
with a French scuba diving
instructor and leaves Reuben
with a broken heart and
brand-new empty house.
Then along comes Polly
Prince
(Jennifer Aniston,
"Bruce Almighty"), who rums
Reuben's world upside down
with her noncommittal lifestyle
and taste for spicy food. Soon,
Reuben finds himself salsa
dancing with a gay Spanish
man to claim Polly's heart.
It is a story of how ppposites attract — Reuben's conservative habits are thrown
out of whack by Polly's rambunctious doings, but eventually he comes to enjoy it. Polly,
on the other hand, never has
made a committment in her
life." (The first time she calls
Reuben to invite him on a
date, she backs out two seconds later.) When Reuben
plans a business trip, however, Polly unconsciously agreed
to tag along — gasp, she made
a committment.
If it were not for the casting of Stiller and Aniston,
"Along Came Polly" probably would have flopped. But,
Stiller plays the role he does
often — the goofy boyfriend
who, despite his semi-geeky
looks, wins the beautiful girl
and charms the audience —
and does it well. Similar to his
roles in "Meet the Parents''
and "There's Something
About Mary," Stiller's weird
antics and believable naively
render him the perfect man
for a romantic comedy.
"Friends" star Aniston has
been making her way more
into the film industry while
slowly sliding away from television. While it still is difficult
to picture Aniston as anything
other than the chic, fun-loving
Rachel, she manages to fit the
mus.' ot .in off-the-wall, spiv

"ALONG CAME POLLY"
STARRING:
JENNIFER ANISTON
AND BEN STILLER
RATED: PG-13
RUNNING TIME:
90 MINUTES

tttttt
radic woman who owns a pet
ferret and moves all over the
country at the drop of a hat.
Her personality may be similar to that in "Friends," but it
seems to be the character
description that fits her best
It is easy to topple a decent
comedic story line without the
right characters, but director
and writer John Hamburg
("Meet the Parents") found the
two actors who pulied it off.
Hamburg
is
all-toofamous for his crude humor
movies, and "Along Came
Polly" is just another to add
into the mix. From premature
ejaculation to diarrhea, this
movie has got it all.
But don't go running out to
the movies yet in hopes of
viewing the next "Forrest
Gump" or "Titanic." "Along
Came Polly" may have its fair
share of humor and a thinframed love story, but it is
nothing more than a light piece
to buoy up someone's dull day
While it is difficult to say trie
movie's television commercials spoil the full-length film, it
would not be an understatement to admit that the previews capture the film's best
parts. Then again, what film
trailer in this genre doesn't?
Reuben's laptop would be
right on target if it matched
"Along Came Polly" in the
"safe" category for a fun flick.
Much safer, at least, than eating peanuts from a local bar
— did you know that only
one out of every six people
wash their hands after going
to the bathroom? Polly was
disgusted, too, yet that didn't
stop her from scarfing down
the peanuts. Therefore, the
small setback of a stereotypical boy-meets-girl story
shouldn't stop the audience
from enjoying it, either.
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Created by Vicki Quade and
Maripat Donovan, the traveling show laatuna ■ Catholic
nun appropriately named
Sister, who is teaching an adult
catechism class.
The audience receives an
interactive experience by playing the role of her class. Sister,
played by professional actress
Amanda Herbert, goes from
being a kind instructor to an
authoritative drill sergeant.
"The audience of 'Late Nite
Catechism is her .uiult dm
boning up on Roman Catholic
doctrine, and she allows no
nonsense." said Vie New York
/cms' D|.R. Bruckner in ■

1996 article latecomers are
fined, gum-chewers get a glut
and a tissue and everyone is
ordered to stand when called
upon and to begin every
response with *SM '
The show was brought to
|MU as part of the College of
Arts & Letters Encore series. "To
anyone who's been to Catholic
school, it's like reliving your
childhood," said Jerry Weaver,
executive assistant to the dean
of the College of Arts ItlattO
"You don't have to be Catholic
to enjoy the show. Any denomination would enjoy it."
The show would intercut |Ml
students tor I variety of reasons

Many students have had Catholic
school upbringings, making the
show even more relatabk'.
"I like it because it deals with
a subject that most peopk' are
t.imili.ir with, but makes it comical without being excessively
offensive," said sophomore
Deanna Yuille, who had seen a
television production of the play
Tickets are on sale at the
Wilson Hall Box Office. Tickets
an $12 for adults, $20 for seniors and $11 for children or with
a (AC card. For more information or rickets call xfl-7000.
More information about the
ti.iwling show can be found at
U'tem/flfi'm/cc<ifc.'ii"N.uim

KATIII
"*tmbuontpliai>irapl*r
Bartender JC CaWs and Richmond resident WIN Traakle enjoy the new surroundings at The Pub after fta reoperent earlier this month.

POUR ME SOMETHING

TALL AND STRONG
The Pub opens after recent extreme make over
I
ntributing writer

BY

ALston's l\ilficial Tuesday nigh'
Mecca — la no ITKHV
weeknight p.iiticrs Alston's
has been
changed to "The Pub"
i me change comes with
other changes. Minor ronovarJons included repainted walls,
refeltvd pool tnbk-. to rvll.it ]MI
.i 'we t.xik down a lot
of the NASCAR Huff," b.u manager Mike Jeffrey (Oil
The more expensive renovations to the business include additional bars in the nxxn. a big
screen televiskm and a new stem i
syslnn.
Bad he
plans on using to play .i DBatrB
ol muali ile said there

"*»'

will be "not so much country
(music) now that the Juki I
out of commission. Anyone who
has been to The Pub on a Tuesday
night knows how hard it can be to
get to the bar. so additional satelirs in each comer of me
liuilding are being added in an
effort to reduce congestkirn."
According to general manager kern I innegan. The Pub estimates that the renovations cost
mughty $10,000. Although the
n-imxleling is elated for completion by Feb. 8, The Pub will continue to ,tdd to and impro
ter its grand
opening, from Ian. 9 to Feb. S.
inburg residents and
long-time Alston's Pub p.
IlilK long and Ikib Klin.
said that tin
is not
bad, but it was not needed. The

Alston's Pub pair
-.sed no problem with the
name change, but also felt that
.thing wrong with
the way the i
rlor to
the n'm.xiel and name change.
A wall of new n-s1
style booths will replace s.
of the older tall tables There
also will be a change in the
menu. Though no food additions officially have been
annou
said menu
is undeftvay in
efforts to provide "better food."
The remodel is part of an
introduced bv i.h
Sun Hagedon to n-vamp Alston's
l\ib into a mitre modem, energetic establishment, and lose
i the "country bar stigma,"
according to Jeffrey.
ing its official reopen-

ing last Tuesday, The Pub experienced its most prof11
lie Pub has hosted five
music ads for some time to
attract students to Tuesday and
Thursd.e.
nights,
Kerry Finnev
"I'm not a live musk fan, and
the main draw to Tuesday is the
The Pub plans to add drink
specials to every day of the week
— not just Tuesday — a move
that is likely to line college students back moie than once a
Men- drink specials
would pfobabfy ba a little enticing.' aantof lulie Crifchelow said.
Foe mon' information regarding the new features of The Pub,
check out wmadothtpabxau.

Script reading gives insight on rigors of student filmmaking
BY SARAH MANLF.Y

stuff writer

While
the
student body
adapts to the
rhythm of second semester, I
group ot four
college actors are huddled in
the fourth flixir in Warren Hall,
charged with a strange task —
portraying themselves.
Rehearsals are underway
for the JMU student film
"That's A More." which will be
shown at the JMU Student
Film Festival this spring
Auditions for the film
were held in November 2003
when the directors, juniors
Mike Taft and Matt Rondeau,
narrowed down the group of

about 20 actor-hopefuls to a
cast of four.
The lead, a JMU male
named Luke, will be played by
sophomore Dean Camp.
"When we saw Dean, he
ins! I.M.ke.I like the Luke we
had envisioned when creating the script," Rondeau said.
He nailed the timing, and
his personality was perfect."
Camp admits to being able to
relate to the nerdy side of his
character. "He's a big goober,
sort of like the character of
Ross on 'Friends,'" he said.
Senior Connor Fux will be
playing opposite Camp as the
high-strung, manipulative professor Eugene Smarfy-pants
"Connor definitely had the
energy we were looking for in
the professor." Taft said. "He

auditioned first, and, after Ins
audition we were nervous that
the ivst (of the auditions for
that nile| would be as good,
which would make our job so
much harder."
Rehearsals tor the film
began Monday night with a
read-through of the senpt to
get the cast members acquainted with one another and the
dialogue, according to Taft.
"We wanted to get an idea of
what the screenplay would
sound like with the actors all
together," Tail said
"We tried to let the actors
know how we wanted it to
sound, but also to let them
know their input is welcome," he said. The directors
plan to begin filming in the
middle of February, aflei

Jan. 22 through 28
■ r>afU

Kondeau said, "One of the
problems with making a film
is coordinating eveivones
schedules together We don't
even have e\ervone's availability \et
Another drawback to creating a student film is the strain if
can put on ones savings
account. Taft admits to having
taken a huge chunk out of his
savings to purchase the equipment needed to shixit the film
"We haven't even bought props
yet; that's mon- money right
then'," Taft said.
IX'spite the troubles that
come with producing and
directing their own film, Taft
and Rondeau are dedicated to
fheir project and are looking
forward to beginning filming
in February.

S\K\M MAM I "1 0»im/Htfmv/A*ipY»Vr'
Junior Mike Taft (left) and senior
Connor Fux concur during a script
reading of "That's A More."

Places to go and things to do this weekend:

New Movies:
Regal Ctoamaa
• Win a Data with Tad Hamilton'"
• "The Butterfly Effect"
Qrafton-SlovaH Theatre
• The Matrix: Revolutions''
• •"Equibnum"

most of the actors' busy
schedules h,i\ g opened up.
Most the cast memtvis arc
familiar with the stage and
■Van currently an* involved
with other productions or have
heavy work schedules.
I uv ,i the.ilre major, keeps
busy through juggling numerous shows and credits.
"1 am used to constantly
doing work withoul n\ciung
school CradJl for it," Fux said. "I
ready like playing the /any pnv
fessor. and the opportunitv to
work with film is great."
I reshman Dawn Rice, who
plays Ihe character ot Alyssa, an
avenge JMU girl and Luke's
love brieiajL said. "I work fulltime and 1 am a full-time studenl. but I am definitely committed lo this project."

• The Pub
• Graham Coctiran will perform a St
Jude't Benefit Concert at 9 p m Friday tha
Otnah Parrton Band w* perform at 9 p m.
Saturday and Canadian smgar/songwriter
Frad EagleemUri Band wW purform at

8pm Monday Tickets are $8 at the door
(or tha Monday iriow For more information
can 432-0610
• Finnkjan's Cove
- Jimmy O' wll perform tonight and

Toda ScNabecti wil perform Friday For
more information caN 433-9674.
• Wghlawn Pavilion
- DJ Ommc w* spin Saturday night For
men ntormeoon cat 434-7282.
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Bookworm finds qualms in reading sagas, series Attention new and old
ON O( thf tx«>Ls I reviewed
tor last week's column was
"Wolves of (he Calla" — the
fifth tome in an already-completed, seven-series arc. The
series chronicles a fictitious gunslin^cr •- s.',trch across a decomposing fantasy landscape for a
mysterious dark tower. The
.luthor of this series is none
other than Stephen King, the
writer who, back in middle
school, helped usher me back to
serious and substantive novels
This has to do less with my
atter a foray with comic books.
dissatisfaction at the inrtri'
I've always said that I teel a story line and more to do with
debt toward King, whose writ- fictional sagas in general. Such
ing in the past few years has not sagas are those collected w.>rk>
been nearlv as captivating as it that take a single resonant plot
once was during the era of line, stretch it out through mul■'Misery,'' "It" and "The Stand" tiple volumes, and are suffused
— those particular King novels with subplots, characters and a
that can be both entertaining mythological knowledge that
and effective, not merely genre seems to build upon itself with
literature, but, at times, litera- every passing chapter.
ture with a capital "L" He is a
I don't recall ever completing
writer whose words I will fol- a single saga in all my reading
low until the last page of his last history and, because of my runwork. Yet, I always have consid- ning debt to King, his honor/sciered the Dark Tower series to be ence-fiction/fantasy series will
the least enjoyable of his reads.
be the first and pnibably the last.

If I could pinpoint my phobia
of such grand reading endeavors, it would be the sight of all
those rows of paperback science
fiction and fantasy series at the
bookstore or the library, each
bearing similar cover designs
and a number on the spine designating its position within the
entire saga When it comes to literature, I'm a deep-hearted pessimist. Therefore, when confronted by sagas. I don't think of
the positive aspect of such reading — returning every year to a
familiar landscape populated
with familiar characters.
Instead, such reading propos-

style writers:

es the chore of having to return
loyally to a series over a year or
even decades (the Dark Tower
series began in the '70s and
won't conclude until the fall of
2004). Yet, even if one wanted to
stop reading a series, how could
one, when the ending remains
unknown? When one is alread\
halfway through the saga, how
can one simply close the latest
chapter without knowing the
tale's conclusion?
This is to say nothing of the
numerous sequels and prequels
that can emerge once the con1
series has finished its run
Aren't we not then obliged to
read these as well?
So. like many others, I will
be waiting for this summer
when the next volume in the
Dark Tower series will appear
Will I enjoy leaving random
reading behind to return to a
familiar terrain? OK, I guess a
secret part of me will. Do I ultimately have a choice? Of course
not, but sometimes we have to
swallow our medicine if we
know what's good for us.

There will be a meeting
tonight at 6:30 p.m. in
The Breeze office in the
basement of AnthonySeeger Hall to obtain
January and February
story assignments.
Please call
x8-315 lor 746-6677
with any questions.

Hair Corral
on 42 South o short distance from Super-Walmait; Dayton, VA 540-879-2557

Get Ready for Spring Break!
$6.00 Barber Cuts
clipper cut,
Walk-ins Welcome

»
\ I

I
I I J

.
/ /

$9.00 Salon Cuts
Tanning Beds Year Round

25.00 200 minutes
12.50 100 minutes
$3.00 per session

NAIL SALON
Sculptured Nails
Manicures & Pedicures
3 Nail Techs
Waxing

January 28, 8pm, Gr a f t on-St ova
^Tickets $3 at Warren Box office
**
st a r t i n g t uesday , 1/20
)

■

see you there
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i- Patriots over Panthers?
A top performer in The Breeze's
"Picks of the Week," Matt
Lastner makes his case for New
England in the Super Bowl.
(M rioo Mow

SPORTS
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"I think the team was ready for a new
start. Some of the older girls sat in on
the interviews and, she was by far our
favorite candidate."
ALISSA SANTANNA

red-shin junior forward

FIELD HOCKEY-

JMU hires U.S. Olympian as head coach
Former UNH assistant coach Antoinette Lucas takes over field hockey program
BY IBNN CHAPMAN

contributing writer
The hislory irf the field ruvkey program at |MU has had its
Mir share ot success over tile
years, but the 2003 season was
not what the Dukes were used
!c> I inching with a disappointing mord o(6-14. the field hockey program has hired a new
head coach, Antoinette I UCU
This past season, the Dukes
finished fifth in the Colonial
\thletic Conference, their lowest finish since Wl

— WOMEN'S

Former coach Irene Horvat
resigned Dec. 4,2003, after heading the team tor four years. Her
resignation created a need for a
shift in coaching style.
Lucas, who officially will take
over her position next week,
comes to JMU with a great deal of
knowledge of the game, as well
as personal achievement in the
sport. A native of Richmond, she
has served as a Division 1-A assistant coach since 1992
I IMH began her coaching
career as an assistant at the
University of Connecticut

BASKETBALL

from 1992 to '95. She then went
on to be an assistant coach at
Duke University from 19% to
'99, and completed another
assistant term at Northeastern
University from 1999 to '01.
"I'm pretty excited about
coach Lucas' hiring," red-shirt
junior forward Alissa Santanna
said. "I think the team was
ready for a new start. Some of
the older girls sat in on the
interviews and, she was by far
our favorite candidate."
• During Lucas' playing
career, she made 173 interna-

tional game appearances,
including an Olympic appearance for the United States in
the Atlanta, Ga., games during
the summer of 1996.
Before becoming a member of the U.S. National
Team, Lucas was a two-time
All-American in both field
hockey and lacrosse at
Northwestern University.
"I think it sounds like she is a
very positive person," red-shirt
freshman forward Casey
Cahill said. "A quote from her
that I really liked was that she

likes to shout the praise and
whisper the criticism.' I teel
from that statement alone that
she is ready to lead our team
and take us back to the top."
The field hockey program
has not topped the CAA since
h inner coach Christy Morgan
departed in 1999. The program
won a national championship in
1994. In 2002, the team earned a
ranking as high as fourth place
in the national polls and
received a tournament berth.
With the past success of |MU's
storied program, Lucas will have

quite a task ahead of her restoring
trie program in her first head
coaching opportunity.
"The instituting of a new
coach will assist our team in
not dwelling on our 2003 season," red-shirt freshman
midfielder Kate Brady said.
"This will give us a fresh
start with no boundaries. We
have confidence that Lucas
will lead us to paramount
things in 2004."
Lucas was unavailable for
comment and did not return
phone calls.

—

Doctors cautious
following death

McFarland's guys making it big

BY MARTIN SNAPP

Knight Ridder Newspapers
The disease that killed University of CalifomiaHerkeley basketball player Alisa Lewis Monday probably is not ,i risk 10 those who had contact with her, but
u\ luMltholfici.ils who don't know where or how
she was exposed, aren't taking any chances.
As a precautionary measure, the antibiotic Cipro has
been given to her boyfriend, teammates, coaches, roommates, family — even players on the Stanford University
squad, which Cal played Friday.
"She didn't play, but she shook hands with them
utcr the game," said Dr Peter Dietrich, medical
director of UltrVetlrtJ Health Services. "It seemed
like the prudent thing to do."
That players may have been sweaty after the game
contributed to the decision.
1 ewis, a 20-year-old reserve forward, felt fine during
the game. But, over the weekend, she experienced the
sudden onset of what I Xetrich called "classic symptoms
of bacterial meningitis'' — headache, skin rash, high
fever, stiff neck and vomiting.
Her boyfriend took her to Kaiser Medical Center
in Oakland, Calif., early Monday morning. She
died a few hours later.
About 5 percent of the general population carries the
bfl i« num without showing symptoms and will never
k, said infixtious diseases expert Dr. Arthur
Reingold, chairman of epidemiology at University of
C .iliiomia Berkeley. School ot I'ubiic Health. But the
carriers can spread it to others, usually by sneezing,
coughing, kissing or sharing cups and earing utensils.
Both doctors said the public has little to fear.
"This baclcrium can't last outside the body longer
than two minutes." Keingold said. "It doesn't get
spread by casual contact.
"Only a tin\ ft ai tion of those who are exposed ever
gel sick," he said. "Most of us have antibodies that protect us. But, if you'll that ran.1 individual who doesn't
have those antibodies, as this young lady apparently
didn't, you're definiteh at risk"
Dietrich said he wished "we had a test to determine
who has the antibodies and who doesn't, but we don't.
There's so much we don't know about why some people
who are exposed get sick and others don't."
Reingold said, "Unfortunately, 10 percent of meningitis cases are tatal, even under trie best of circumstances.
The disease progresses so rapidly, by the time the doctor
can start Treatment, it's already done its damage."

fount" afJML' Sp»ni Mnlui RrLuiim*

Former JMU student athlete and current Oakland minor leaguer Eddie Kim. left, shares a laugh with major-league pitcher
Kevin Brown, who recently signed with the New York Yankees. Brown was In town Tuesday to address members of the
JMU baseball program, as well as the Shenandoah Valley Athletic Club. Brown's pitching coach at Georgia Tech was current JMU head coach Spanky McFarland. Brown was a first-round draft choice by the Texas Rangers and has played In
the majors with Texas. Baltimore Orioles, Florida Marlins, San Diego Padree and, moat recently the Los Angeles Dodgers.

sir CAL, pagt H

LASTNER GETS THE LAST LAUGH

New England's winning streak unlikely to be halted
Carolina s solid run game not enough to defeat Patriots

ROB (K H HI I Jlnduirup»li\ Shir

The New England Patriots' Larry Centers (No. 31) gets past the Indianapolis Colts'
David Thornton for a gain to set up a third quarter Held goal Sunday during their AFC
Championship game In Foxboro, Mass. New England will attempt to win Its second
Super Bowl Championship In three years on Feb. 1.

Who could have predicted it?
Is it possible that one person actually predicted the Carolina
Panthers, two vears removed
from a 1-15 „„„^_______
season, would
be being ott
against the
Patriots on
Super Howl
Sunday?
They certainly have
been the surprise mm m
the NFL this
MATT
season and
LASTNER
post-sea son.
Carolina was supposed to
finish fourth in its own division
The Tampa Bay Buccaneers'
dsfensi v\.is BuppCettd to punish
the Panthers Atlanta Falcons
quarterback Michael Vick was
supposed to run circles around
them. And, the New Orleans
Stints finally were suppose! to
put together I iomplete MMOfl
But, by beating the Dallas
Cowboys (with the league's top

defense), the St. Louis Rams (who
hadn't It*! at home all season), and
the I "hiUlelphu Ragles (the team
with the lx>t round in the NFC), the
{ amlina Panthers proved that they
are legit, and the New England
Patriots should take notice.
As the Eagles found out last
Sunday, the Panthers are solid
on both sides of the ball On
detense, their front four is as
good as any in the game.
t arolina's linebackers are quick
from sideline to sideline, yet are
big enough to step up and stop
the run. Finally, their secondary,
which was supposed to be their
glaring weakness, dominated
the I agles' receivers for 60 minutes Sunday, led by rookie cornerback Ricky Manning Jr., who
picked off three passes.
The Panthers are capable on
of tense, too. Running backs
Stephen Davis and DeShaun
Foster have been a formidable
duo, with second year man
Poster gaming increased playing
time because of a quadrueps
injurv Davis has been battling.

I.ast Sunday, Davis and Foster
combined to rush for over 130
yards, including a 2-yard touchdown run by Foster in which he
broke several tackles, displaying
the grit and determination that
has been a cornerstone of the
Panthers (his season.
And don't forget Jake
Delhommc. Who does this quarterback think he is — Green Bav
Packers quarterback Bret Favre? 1
bet the Fogies wish he was. Just ,,s
Favre had done a week before,
then' was IX'lhomme lofting up a
praver into double coverage, with
two Eagle defenders about to
crush him. But, this time, instead
of being picked off, the pass land
ed safely in the hands of wide
receiver Mushin Muhmmad for a
touchdown and an early k'ad on
the favored Eagles.
Delhomme wasn't even supposed to start this year. That
responsibility initially fell to ageold quarterback Rodney Peeve
who was going to play this one
see NFL, pane H
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CAL: Cause of Lewis' death
unknown, under investigation
I w from page i i
I tii\rrsitv IllUllh otlio.iK
BIC tracing Lewis' racanl conto determine how the
caught the iHnraaf end whom
she might have expoted. At
tins i-.iriv stage, they're Operating largely on guesswork.
Dietrich cautioned that they
ma) never know tor sure.
"We can't even determine
the definite cause »'I lier illness
and death, not until we get the
Ctllturea back, he NJd "But
we're presumptivelv treating it
,is ,1 caae of bacteria) meningitis became she preaeniad all
the classic symptoms
He said those who have
been given ( ipro probably
don't need it because their
exposure was minimal "Their
actual risk ot exposure wae
quite low, but we want to err

46
She was the nicest kid I
ever coached. And I've
coached a lot of good,
good people.
— Caren Horstmeyer
California women's basketball coach

on the side of caution. When
you'ni not sure it s wise to
UtC I WOnt-Caae scenario.
"This is definitely not
Cauae fot ■ general health
panic," Dietrich said.
Women's b.isketball coach
Caren Horstmeyer Mid tinteam is taking lewis death

Hometown Music
GUITARS, AKPS, DRUMS,

PA

AMO MORI

w««.ii«M«tmnmiitie.net

IP DJMlbt
$129

Didgeridoos
$29

"very, very hard." A rabbi,
priest minister and several
grief COunaalOM have been
called in to help them.
Still up in the air is whether
this Friday's game against the
I imersit\ of Southern California
will go on as scheduled. "I
don't know what we II dexide.
Honhneyer said "We hrtva tinsupport of the Pacific I*1
Conference and USC to do
whatever we have to do
Also undecided is n hen
and where a memorial service will be held.

I lononayei called I ewii an
exceptionally kind person who
planned to he I eodal worker 'I
Mai BOOy for all the people she
would have helped," she said.
"She was the nicesl kid I aver
coached. And I've coached a lot
of good, good people."

NFL: Patriots, Brady rolling along
NFL, from page 13

lni.il season before retiring
and enjoying the benetits oj
Social Security and his
AARI'card
Which brings up another
Mint K this .1 nvurnng theme
in the NFL these days — backup quarterback climbs off the
bench to replace starter during
the season and then leads Ins
team to Super Bowl glory? We
saw it with the St. Louis Rams'
Kurt Warner (prior to fumblitis). We saw it with Seattle
Seahawks quaftafbftck Trent
Dilfer when he was with the
Baltimore Ravens. And, we
last saw it with Tom Brady
and the Patriots
Yes, Tom Brady. As in the
level-headed, steady-armed
>|u.irterback of the Patriots
— the Panthers' opponent
in the Super Bowl.
The Panthers' reward
for making it this far is that
they get to play the best

team with the best coach in
all of football this season
The Patriots have won 14
straight games heading
into the Super Bowl. They
List lost way back Sept. 28,
2003, the fourth week of

the NF1 season
All the Patriots hava
done since then is run
throw, and OKklc tlun vs.is
to the best record in football
and a return to the title
game. The scariest part is
tlu'v are getting better.
Suddenly, Antowain Smith
is running the ball like it's
2002, when he carried the
Patriots on his sturdy shoulden straight to the Super
Bowl title. He is averaging
4.4 yards per carry in the
postseason thus far and his
100 yards on 22 carries last
Sunday
against
the
Indianapolis < "its was tha
most he had rushed for in a
game since Week 2.

Brady wasn't getting
this kind of support early
in the season, and he still
threw for over 3,600 yards
and 23 touchdowns during
the regular season. With
Smith rushing the ball well
again, the Panthers will
have to respect the run. and
this should open up some
more passing ' lanes for
Brady to throw through
Couple that with the
Patriots'
proven
veteran
defense led by defensive mas
tcrmind Bill Belichick, and the
Patriots should be heavy
favorites to beat the Panthers
and "in their second Super
Bowl in three years.
But that's just fine with
IVIhunime and the Panthers
they've been in this situation before lust ask the
Cowboys, Rams and EagJeeUnfortunately for Carolina
though, not every prayer
can hi' answered.

Coupon

Save 10% off wfl./.v
price on any purchase.
MudiMM Ssmst $50. M«y not U
isilli it nit siiest, offer offert or
ibcowiti tr sotM to Itytoirt.

Expirst Sthhity I/) 1/04
lm State!
la MM

$•!• $199
414 4159 • 2990 S Hsle Strsat

H«ars:M»»-Fril0-o;Sttl0-5

""tjradley
Spring Designs
Just Arrived!

at The Exception
Sororities: Come see
us for Fund

New Shapes, New Patterns
Open Mon-S.it 10-5

IS: NelTAve

lites!

(540) 434-6828

Congratulations to the winners

ofthe $2Qf 000
Scholarship Giveaway

Visit the bookstore to see a complete
list of winners!
«V# JAMES

^fMADISON
UNIVERSITY.
BOOKSTORE

www.jmu.bkstr.com • (540)568-6121

JMU Bookstore supports the University
by donating these book scholarship funds
wses^si
Each winner receives a $200 scholarship check good for book and supply purchases at the JMU Bookstore
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CLASSIFIEDS
■ Walk to campus, across
Main Street at Music Building and
Duhe. Apartment tor 4 roommates.
2004-2005 10 Waal Grace Street
Contact Hurl. 57*3057.

2004-2005

PLACEA
CLASSIFIED AD IN
THE BREEZE!

4 bedrooms. $n» location
Ck>M 10 JMU. COnveni»t4 to
ttOTM, rMUurantv etc. Many
«fM. MUST SEP $245 pet
bedroom, can lor more
infomut on. 4338423.

A par tree at for Rest • Loft
apartment 1 Largeroom wltn bath,
high callings, large windows
Located across from Dave's
Tavern*, downtown. (350 mo./dap
No lease required. Call 433-7325

lltt Harrlien 3 4 bedroom.
W/D. 0/D. 0/W. miking distance
$1,000. lesae 6 1/04. Celt
H280464

* 3 Bedroom
townhouae available August 2004
in Kiester school area, QUW and
Bale neighborhood, (erage, large
deck, phone and cable outlets In
each room. (285 per person. Fo<
more details or an appointment
call 1800842-2227. or email
spyderlSOOnhenWnet.

All classified ad* must he
submitted in writing. You may
e-mail your id to
the_brcczc<Pjmucdu Ad<
must he paid in advance by
cash, check. VISA or
MauciCsrd. All sch are subject
10 Bree/e approval.

Female Roommate W.-t-e To
share 4 bedroom apartment at
Hunters Ridge in Harnsonrjurg. Clean
apartment and reasonable rent. Cad
540323-1587 or 540-327.6679. or
•maH )srff 2Var4MpnM net

Call 5«Wil27 today!

5 beeroaai to whou— - 3 batn».
W/D. G/D, O'W. A. C 'urnlthed.
$1260 Lease 8/1/0-1. walking
instance. Call 828-0464
Stalled Furnished. W/D. G/D.
D/W. $900. owed local, lease
starts H/l/04 Call 828 0464
2 ■•4iaem Apartment
starts ft/1/04. (450
5* Bedroom Howee . «* - ■
1 mile from campus. 3 baths. 2
kitchens Lease starts 7/1/04.
$2500/month
Large Tew eke was - 3 bedrooms.
2 1/2 bathe, targe deck, basement,
short wast to campus $250 each.
eyaatts In August, dii 4 33-2221.
DM Davea Lane • Large 3 br. 1
1/2 bath towhouae *itrnn 1 mile
of JMU on bus line. Appliances
include range, fridge, disposal.
dishwasher, washer il-yer central
n/a. Yard maintensnee/snow
removal Included. No smokers.
Serious students only Available
August/04 (700'month. For
(letatls/appointmant call Ursula at
540-421-970O
or
email
ttaientmtoOywhoo.oom
go - Large 2tx/2 bath
suKS available August 04 Fully
furnished. Appliances include
lefrlgeretor.
washer/dryer,
dishwasher, disposal microwave,
range. Bedrooms wired for
rthernet. Located m quiet area
back of complex $640/mo. For
details or appointment call Ursula
at 540*421-9700 or email
ja*r^faotoe^ahoo.opm
Olrl To Share Apartment
in
MfJdn| Smtsnei o* camou, spring
semester 10 Wast Grace Street.
Contact Hurl. 574-3057.

Nags Head • Student Summer
Rentela. seebreerereelty.com for
pictures. 1 252 2556328
2 ••dream Hoase W/D, A/C.
walking distance. (600. lease
starta 7/1/04 Call 828-0464
large One Bedroom Apartmewt
Good location, close, available
now. (370. Call 433 1569
4 ■■a>ipm Heeas • 1 Bath, lanced
In front yard, W/0. 0/W. G/D, off
street parking, large back yard.
(1200/momn Old South High St.
warning distance, leeee 7/1/04 Call

IrHOW

H„
j Available far Rent - Next
year, all close to JMU. Call
4332126.
4 Bedroom. 2 Rath %.
bedroom And 2 bedroom. 2 bath,
(360 per bedroom. Both
available August 15th. Price end
lease terms negotiable. Contact
Mike. 1-7030918064 or email
mgngerlt0hotmait.com.
ear Fowl

9m mm

Close to campus, washer and
dryer included June to June
lease $300 per month 'or three
renters. $250 per month for lour
renters. Call 4330380.

$3.00 for first 10 words
$2.00 each add) 10 words
Block ads are $10/inch

Urge 3 ■■dream Cento - Shaded
deck. (220 each, August, call
433-2221
Stuient Friendly Hawses Nice.
quiet areas. E. Elizebeth,
W Water, three and four bedrooms,
parking, yard. W/D, smokers and
pets welcome. June 1. for details
CS« 8799947.
Mt VWw Drtva TN • 5 bedroomT,
furnished, ethernet. groups of 5
pnHemjd (230/month. 1 year Mjeaa
(8/04 8/06). Cal 1 7034505008

HELP WANTED
sartdfy Aaalstant Needed - 3- 6pm.
4-5 days par week' sfftjng. errands,
etc Cad 476-2757.

- Camp Taluao lor boys.
Naples. Maine; Tnpp Lake Camp for
girts. Poland. Maine. Noted (or
picturesque lahefront locations and
eiceptionai facilities. Mid-June
through mid-August. Over 100
counselor positions in tennis,
baseball, basketball, soccer.
lacrosse. |orf. Rag football, roller
hockey, field hockey, swimming,
sailing, water akilng. gymnastics,
dance, horseback riding, archery,
weight training, newspaper.
photography, vtdeo. woodworking,
ceramics/pottery, crafts, fine arts.
silver jewel'v. copper enamel, nature
study, radio/electronics, theater.
coetumer. piano accompanist, musk
instrumentalist, backpacking, rock
dtrnblng, canoeing/kayaking, ropes
course, secretarial, nanny. Can
rakajO at 1800-2508252. Call Tnpp
Lake at 1-800-097-4347 Or apply
online at www.feke/o com or
www fryppiafcecawip com.

■ara (9,000 Plus
Apply lor
conference assistant positions at
Taylor 233 by February 13th. work
May 10th to August 15th. Email
bentijtOimu edu for Information

Pribci axpertanoad
in pointing, cleaning, and/or light
carpentry available for odd jobs
spring semester. Call 433-7157.

This offer a good now through
April 29 and only espies to
advertising in the Tor Sale"
section Ads must be 20 words
or leas Offer applies to individual
Hems only Retail stores and
businesses do not -jiuiiH for this
special offer All ads are subject
to Breeit approval

Only $15 to run your
"For Slip** ad for the
entire semester or
until your item sells

Openings at Local 0-oup Home
Fulltime with benefits or part time
Fteiible schedules Competitive pay
for local industry. Call Jeannette.

Don't miss out on this
great deal!

V7MMB
Premier Enterprises - A pool
company in Northern Virginia is
looking
for
supervisors.
managers, and lifeguards. Visit
www.prem/er4il com. Apply online or call 1-8T7-SEEP00L

CaD 568-6127 for more
uVotToatioa
Chevrolet CaveHar • 98.000 miles
new ties, good condition Must son
by June! $2,000 or best offer. Cen
Lauren at 574-2338.

NOTICE
For more information and luitlanot
Rsardug the nvMigaoon of financing

1MB Henda OMe DX Automatic,
air. 84.000 miles $6,000 Call
289-7974.

husuiett opr^onaniiie*. contact the
Bcocf Biuinra* Bureau, lac

1-800-533-5501
Help Wanted - Make up to $75 00
per hour working from home visit
www 9832 com/9095

Earn $10 $125 for surveys. Earn
$25 250 for focus groups Visit
www casMsfudenfs .oom/bwejo

Sell Trips, lorn Cash, Ge Free!
>: :
- -q On-iampm Repi
UHmpttt JIII inn
ItaCaapMUaMi
lak @ SIHIMW1

(whichever comes flrsli!

fvhange
for work. Cal 833-2311 Boarding
available.

• Earn up to $500 per
week assembling products at home.
No experience. Information at
l-98M4r>1700 Dept MM808.
temmii Camp CIMMIIIM ACAC
Is seeking committed Summer
Camp counselors for June 7 August 27 Counselors cen eem
from $6.50 $9 00 per hour.
depending on experience. If you
are creative, exciting, and
energized, then ACAC has an
opportunity for you Full-time with
benefits! For more information
please can Adam at 817-1747,

Experienced Server* Wanted At
Macondo's, 43 Lmda Lane, next to
Lowe's. Cat 540432-0851

For 2004 Summer m
North Myrtle Beach. No experience.
Apply at *ww./Mt>sftnsf uards.com.

P'ini'i'

SprTno Br«xik 2C
TTwUltlmato bpMMio
FroeMeali

§509

I 100 733 6347

www.BeochlileVacations.coir

1-BOO 648-4849
www.ilslravel.com
Hakamas Spring Break Party
Ondaa - rive da,s from $^*>r "arty
wrth Real World Pans celebrities
at exclusive cast parties. Croat
beaches and nightlife, includes
meals, port/hotel taxes. Call
1800678C386
www. Spnngf3n?a* Trtvol.com.

Cancun. Jamaica. Acapuico.
Bahamaa, and Florida. Best
parties, best hotels, best prices.
Group discounts, organisers travel
free Space is limited, book now
and save' Call 1 800 234 7007
www. tVioir«aSurniTier rburs.com.

U?NI-l"'\i''H '•■■' l"'•'.".■

18002347007,,
fl Spring Break Vacatlona Cancun. Jamaica. Acapuico.
Bahamas, and Florida Best
parties, best hotele. best prices.
Group discounts, organizers travel
free. Space is limited, book now
and save! Call 1-800 234 7007.
wwwEndiessSummerTrt^s com

SERVICES
Attention Students and Staff:
The Health Center Office of
Health Promotion has moved to
Cottage 5. the on* with the
purple door, behind the modular
unit This includes (he Health
Educators. Nutritionist. Peer
Co* rtNMttM and Mark) ling staff
Please stop by and see us or
call 568-1725 Medical services
will remain at the health center
and appointments scheduled b»
caiimg 5686178

Local - fuR service agency, close
to JMU campus Professional
Canng 28 /ears In the business
(6401442-1111
1687 Port Republic Road
soring Break - Beach and Ski tops
on sale now Call 1-80OSUNCHASE
today or visit www suncnase com
i CRy $199
7 nights. 6 free parties, free
covers. 5 day spring break
Bahamas Cruise $279 Cancun.
Jamaica. Nassau $529. Oaytona
$159 Call 1800-6786386
wwwSp"ngBnakTanol.com

Roommat© Appreciation
VVMkl
January 26th & 29th
Follow the them and tet two per
sonata ads for the price of one'
Submit your ads by Fndey.
January 23rd*
Call 566-6127 for details!

Show your0
KOOmrnate that you care
by placing a personal ad in
the Breeze Classified Section!
January is

ROOMMATE APPRECIATION

month at the Breeze
Buy one ad, get one free!

Pricing
$3 for the first 10 words.
$2 for each additional 10 words
$10 for a linch block ad

Deadlines

Buy an ad to run on Monday, Jan. 26.
and w«'ll run the same ad on Thursday, Jan 29 for free'

For Monday's paper, please place order by Friday at noon
For Thursday's paper, please place order by Tuesday at noon
For more information, please contact the Breeze by calling X&-6127

$tftofy.

FLEX NOW
ACCEPTED!

Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC
C. Larry Whitten. MD M. Catherine Slusher, MD Louis E. Nelson. Ill, MD
Herbert E. Bing, MD Michael J. Botticelli, MD Jason K. Gentry, MD
Maribeth P. Loynea, MD Sherry L Mongold, FNP

Are pleated to announce

Maribeth P. Loynes, MD
Ha* Joined their practice ofObttetrict and Gynecology
at of September 1, 2003
Accepting New Patients

An independent. unbiased international daily newspaper
with worldwide readership
rounded In 1908 "To injure no man, but to bless all mankind"
Winner o< 7 Pulitzer Prizes - 50 correspondents in 9 countries providing concise
analysis ot world events - special features cover work/money, learning/ideas,
arts/leisure, science/technology, and MORE! A great research tool

Ask about the "treeless" version at the JMU Library
or visit their award winning website: www.csmonitor.com

Downfown: 433-3917

2291 Evelyn Byrd Ave.
Harrisonburg, VA

FOR A DIFFERENT SLANT ON THE NEWS
The Christian Science Monitor

(540)434-3831
(800)545-3348

University Health Center

ECP Plan B Available
M-F 8AM-5PMonly
call 568-6178 for an appointment
Cost $15
Written prescription available Saturday mornings
8 AM-12 PM.
Questions, please call 568-3505 or 568-6178.
For more information, visit http://ec.princeton.edu/
or www.go2planb.com

Asian Nails &g
Full Set
S204UP
Fill In
S13&UP
Manicure
S10 Paralin Wax Included
Pedicure
S18 With Fool Spa
Air brush Design
S5 & UP
Hand Painted Design
S5 & UP
Gel Nail Set
S30
Gel Fill
S20
Silk Wraps
S30
Silk Fill
S20
Eye Brow Facial Body Wax

Professional Nail Care & Fool Spa
Salon For Ladies & Gentlemen

Hours. Mon.-Wed. 10am - 8pm
Thurs -Sal. 9am-8pm. Sun. 1 lam-5pm
In Town Center. Behind Valley Mall

801-8070
Walk Ins welcome
Gilt Certlllcales available
WE ACCEPT LOCAlCHECKS
i ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
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FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS"

We oiler the largest selection
of off campus housing to meet
you specific needs.

Hunters Ridge Condos || Hunters Ridge Townhomes
2.3.4 & 5 Bedrooms Situated in a highly desirable
and convenient location.

1,2,3 & 4 Bedrooms Unique floor plan complete
with two separate living rooms

Mountain View

BE A CONFERENCE ASSISTANT!!

Fox Hill Townhomes

4 Bedrooms Enormous 4 bedroom, 4 bath
units are fully furnished.

4 Bedrooms Each unit has 2 baths, a full
kitchen, washer/dryer and two
living areas.

HOW...

■* Possess Excellent Customer Service
' Be a Team Player
' Exhibit Multi-Task and Time Manaiement

suns

^^

Devon Lane Townhomes |

* Work ta a Fast Paced, Office Environment
■s Be Able to Work Nights, Weekends, and
Overnight Shifts
' Available to Work May 10-Aug. 15,2004

Gingerbread House

j beoTooms Features three full floors of
spacious living space Includes
3.5 baths and 2 living rooms

1,2 & 4 Bedrooms Unique opportunity to live in
historic home. Located across
from JMU Quad.

2 & 3 Bedrooms •
Each unit features its own
fireplace and private deck. Also
includes pool and tennis courts

3 Bedrooms Each unit has 2 baths and is
fully furnished. Unique floor
plan & deck for each bedroom

Application* arc available In the
Eventa and Conference. Office,
Taylor 233. Must be returned b y
To learn more about thla opportunity sign up for
Info Seaaton on February 4 or S, by aaaaaaaanp
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Country Club Court

Duke Gardens

4 Bedrooms Three floors of living space.
fenced backyard and washer/
dryer.

3 Bedrooms ■
Each unit is furnished and has
a full kitchen & wet bar. Across
from JMU Quad

1.2 a 3 Bedrooms Convenient location to JMU on
South Main Street Some
utilities included.

3 Bedrooms •
Furnished townhouses with 2.5
baths. Three floors with full
kitchen and washer/dryer.

Village at Forest Hills
Blink 112
Hlmk IHJ

*3>

Grateful Dead
I he Citing mfWhunUmd

Oetkaat
7k VUn,

Don't miss FRED EAGLE SMITH Live at The Pub!
Monday, Jan 26th 8pm • tickets at the door.
Sponsored in part by Plan 9 Music

Pl^n a what 3, record store should be/
434-9999
KROGER SHOPPING CTR
1790-96 E. Market St.

NEW t USED CDs • IP,
VWYl • CASSETTES
DVD • VHS • IOOKS
CASH KM Y0UI fSUSKI

WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM

5 Bedrooms
Spacious townhomes located in
walking distance to campus
W/D & walkout basement
< OI l>\\ I I I
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FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS"

4 Bedrooms
Three floors of living space with
a fully equiped kitchen and
washer/dryer.

715 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
info@cbcfunkhouser.com

(540)434-5150

w w w. o f f c a in p u s h o u s i n g. c o in
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